Blackboard Learn 9.1 Q2 2016 Cumulative Update 2

INFORMATION
Prepared by: Robert B Adelson
Date: September 26, 2016
Version: Cumulative Update 2, August 18, 2016
Technical Updates: Cumulative Update patch for security fixes.

Update Description: Cumulative Update 2 for Learn 9.1, Q2 2016 includes a set of security fixes to core features of Learn 9.1. After the issues are released through all supported 9.1 versions through a Cumulative Update or Building Block, a Security Bulletin will be released to provide details on the individual fixes.


HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES/FIXES

☑️ With this release, we are continuing our commitment to delivering strong product quality and providing a stable, reliable experience for educators and learners using Blackboard Learn today. We have continued to address the top customer-reported issues that are affecting the largest number of customers. The bug fixes and enhancements in this release are primarily focused on improvements to accessibility, language packs, assessments and grading, as well as Enterprise Surveys.

☑️ - A set of security fixes to core features of Learn 9.1. After the issues are released through all supported 9.1 versions through a Cumulative Update or Building Block, a Security Bulletin will be released to provide details on the individual fixes.
- Cursor and Screen Jumps to the Last Question on Test - Article #42470
- Achievement Recipients Area Flashes and Disappears - Article #42355
- Upgrade for FullTextIndex in Development - Article #42500
- Difference in the Rounding of Grades in My Grades Page and Grade Center - Article #35906
- Need Better Logging Activity Accumulator Failures - Article #42263
- Cannot add Content Permissions to Institution Folders - Article #40314
- A Grade that Falls on the Bound Between Two Different Letter Grades in the Grading Schema Displays Differently in the Grade Center than in My Grades - Article #42141
- The queueConversion method calls an expensive Xythos method while holding a lock - Article #42416
- Deleted Group Leaves Orphaned Group Attempts that Breaks Access to Remaining Group Submissions - Article #38945
- Error Displayed when Attempting to Navigate to Course Copy and Course Export - Article #42268
Goals and Outcomes Assessment Evidence Collections Not Running Caused by Xythos Security PrepareException - Article #42384
Goals and Assessment Evidence Collection Not Collecting Assignments and/or Artifacts for Some but Not All Projects - Article #42293
Content Management Basic and Advanced Search for Files Times out - Article #40516
Moving an Enrollment from a Parent to a Child Course Using Complete Refresh Disables the User in both Courses - Article #33505
Safe HTML Policy Delete Button has no Effect - Article #35603
Video Everywhere Overlaps Text in the Display - Article #34860
Content is Displayed Improperly when Adding Embedded Audio - Article #33383
Change Batch_importexport.sh tool to include IMS exports - Article #39804
Goals and Assessment Evidence Collection Not Collecting Assignments and/or Artifacts for Some but Not All Projects - Article #42293
A Grade that Falls on the Bound Between Two Different Letter Grades in the Grading Schema Displays Differently in the Grade Center than in My Grades - Article #42141
Enterprise Survey gets Cached as Blank Page - Article #42133
Web Services Could Return Error when Calling Content WS on Content Items Having Extended data - Article #42281
Enterprise Survey is Cached as Blank Page - Article #42133

**UPDATED BUILDING BLOCKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>94.9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborate</td>
<td>3000.1.2-rel.19+be8ba7a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborate Ultra</td>
<td>3000.1.2-rel.9+8aed30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SafeAssign</td>
<td>4.0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Cloud</td>
<td>1.7.2016021259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INFORMATION

Prepared by: Robert B Adelson
Date: October 31, 2016
Version: Cumulative Update 3, October 6, 2016
Technical Updates: Cumulative Update patch for security fixes.

Update Description: Cumulative Update 3 for Learn 9.1, Q2 2016 includes a set of security fixes to core features of Learn 9.1. After the issues are released through all supported 9.1 versions through a Cumulative Update or Building Block, a Security Bulletin will be released to provide details on the individual fixes.


HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES/FIXES

- Cursor Jumping Issue can Still be Replicated on IE11 - Article #42689
- Error - Could not initialize class blackboard.persist.qti.QtiXmlBinderFactory - Displayed When Accessing Assessment - Article #42660
- Scorm Fails to Pass Scores - Article #42627
- Survey with Open Entry Question and Answer Field Size large (1000) Fails to Display to End Users - Article #41731
- When Deleting a Group Wiki from Course Tools and Setting it to Available, the Wiki is Displayed and Errors when Accessing it - Article #35527
- Custom Course Roles Breaks Course Imports - Article #42600
- Enterprise Survey Notifications show in all Courses and Cannot be Dismissed - Article #42573
- When There are 2098 Courses in Terms Searching Causes an Error - Article #39616
- Letter Grades for Weighted Calculated Columns in Downloaded Work Offline Spreadsheet Do not Match the Grade Center - Article #41940
- Using Exact Copy Option does not Copy the Entire Course Home Folder - Article #40160
- Attempting to Access Community Discussion Board Throws NPE - Article #42792
- SIS Faculty Users in the Feed Files are Being Disabled - Article #42755
- Unresponsive Script Error when Adding 250 or more Courses to Enterprise Survey Response Period - Article #41545
- Users with Forum Role of Manager Receive Access Denied Error when Attempting to Access an Unavailable Forum - Article #42520
- When Performing a Course Copy into an Existing Course only 100 Files are Copied to the Destination Course - Article #42867
- Due Dates Added/Edited on Assignments via the Tool do not Display in the To Do Module - Article #41693
- Uncaught TypeError Editing Graded Discussion Board Thread - Article #42255
- Unable to Insert Images or Files Using the Content Editor - Article #40166
- Saas Theme 2016: Course Menu Illegible After Fix - Article #42716
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- Unable to save Portfolio Section - Article #42625
- Content Usage Statistics Report is Producing Inaccurate Results - Article #42571
- Enterprise Survey Analysis Report will not Complete - Article #40778
- Orphaned Content by Location Search Displays no more than 100 Items - Article #42502
- Poor Performance and System down Events due to Latch Waits Seemingly from Problems with rm_link_target_cc - Article #42489
- Blank Screen When Accessing Course - Article #42366
- Enabling and Disabling Delegated Grading prevents students from accessing files attached to grade feedback - Article #40475
- Not Applicable Field in Enterprise Survey Matrix Questions is Incorrectly Counted when Analyzing Results - Article #41762
- Repeated Data Integration Lucene Indexing Log Messages - Article #41207
- Embedded QuickTime Videos Generate Authentication Request only in Safari on Mac - Article #38351
- LIS BulkDataExchange Fails to Download File from PeopleSoft SAIP - Article #41330
- Error Accessing Rubrics During Outcomes Evaluation Session - Article #42723
- Response Periods set to Release Survey Results Causes View Results Banner to Appear Within Courses not part of Survey - Article #42507

✅ UPDATED BUILDING BLOCKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Block</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborate</td>
<td>3000.1.3-rel.25+d15380e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborate Ultra</td>
<td>3000.1.3-rel.20+481dcdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc Graw-Hill</td>
<td>2.003.2016020063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SafeAssign</td>
<td>4.0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>